
FIRST REAL ARGUMENT

Sure, when you first get into a relationship, you to ignore the little things that you would normally want to talk about, or
even argue about.

Fast forward to my now-husband who was born with the emotional maturity of a year-old man. This allows
arguments to be a team effort to achieve the goal rather than an adversarial 'fight. Created with Sketch. Just a
funny story to tell your friends when you make your relationship official. He's scrolling through breakfast
Maybe you learn that your significant other is more committed to their family of origin. Here's what Dr. No
matter what your fight is about money, cleaning, health â€” OMG, I just remembered our first fight was about
me not wanting to do CrossFit with my boyfriend. Fighting too soon in your relationship is a nightmare but is
it ever too late to have your first fight? They know how to cool down. Markman says that, like me, some
people do have trouble apologizing. Markman explains that some people take responsibility for their partner's
feelings and not just their own actions. Images: Fotolia; Giphy 8. Aim to send a message that reads 'We're a
team. Along with this maturity came a reasonable response to real-life arguments. When things do get out of
hand, savvy arguers know how to get a grip on their emotions. Fighting with your partner will show you how
the two of you can handle tough situations. They acknowledge each other's feelings and points of view. They
set ground rules for arguments. Like someone opening my car door, I was not prepared. Partners who are able
to have healthy and productive arguments don't jump to conclusions in the middle of fights. They never forget
that ultimately, they're a team. Even during their most tense arguments, healthy couples never forget that
they're a team: for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health


